“Girl Power”
(Member Tutorial)

AN NGC State Petite design
specialty flower show
Sponsored by The Garden Clubs of Mississippi, Inc.

Member Deep South Garden Clubs, Inc.
National Garden Clubs Inc.
Brandon Municipal Complex
1001 Municipal Dr.
Brandon, MS 39042
601-825-5021
April 19, 2022, 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
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General Rules
1. Read the schedule carefully, observe all rules and conform accordingly. This Flower Show
conforms to the standards established by National Garden Clubs, Inc. (NGC). The Handbook
for Flower Shows (HB) 2017 Edition, with revisions printed in The National Gardener
magazine (TNG) available online only, is the authority for all issues not covered by the
Schedule, which is the Law of the Show. The Garden Clubs of Mississippi, Inc. will strive to
assure the safety of all items after arrival and placement but is not responsible for any loss or
damage to exhibits.
2. Entries in all Divisions are open to members of The Garden Clubs of Mississippi, Inc. and invited
guests. Entries will be accepted on Monday April 18, 2022, from 3:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. Entry
cards are available from Show Chairmen (contact information listed under Flower Show Chairmen).
Entry cards will be filled out in advance (typed, in waterproof ink, with labels or pencil) by Entries
Chairmen. All exhibits must be the work of one exhibitor. Each exhibitor is limited to one entry per
class. All exhibits will be displayed in the Busick Room of the complex.
3. All entries must be passed by the Classification Chairmen who checks for conformity to the schedule
in each Division. If the entry does not meet requirements, it will be placed and marked for
EXHIBITION ONLY. The final determination for conformance is the judges’ responsibility.
4. Judging will be in accordance with the rules as stated in the National Garden Clubs, Inc., HB, 2017
printing, as amended, with any additions and/or deletions. Handbooks are available from State
Books Chairman or NGC Member Services. The decision of the judges will be final, and they may
withhold an award at their discretion.
5. Judging will be by panel/s of flower show judges accredited by National Garden Clubs, Inc. Judging
will begin at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday April 19, 2022. The General Co-Chairmen, Design and
Education Classification Chairmen will be available during judging.
6. Emphasis is on FRESH PLANT MATERIAL.
7. All exhibits must be left in place until 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday April 19, 2022. After that time, all exhibitors must remove exhibits and help with dismantling of the show.
8. NO ARTIFICIAL PLANT MATERIALS OF ANY KIND WILL BE ALLOWED in any Division of the show.
9. NO PLANT MATERIAL ON THE MISSISSIPPI THREATENED OR ENDANGERED PLANT LIST OR
RECOGNIZED INTRODUCED, INVASIVE OR NOXIOUS PLANTS MAY BE USED IN ANY DIVISION OF
THE SHOW. Refer to USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service for complete listing.
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Design Rules
1. All designs must be the work of one individual. Designer is on her/his honor that the design being
entered has not been previously entered or previously judged in an NGC Flower Show.
Advance registration with the Design Entries Chairman/Consultant is required by April 1, 2022.
Design class entries are limited. See class description for number allowed per class.
2. If designer is unable to fulfill assignment, it is the designer’s responsibility to find a replacement.
3. The designer need not have grown the plant material used in the design.
Homegrown plant material is encouraged. Designer has the freedom to choose Traditional or
Creative Style with any Design listed unless restricted by the schedule. The exhibitor is required
to conform to the stated description and limitations of the Design Type if named in the class.
Rules for Design Types, Advanced Design Types, Table Designs and Table Appointments are printed
in the HB, 2017 printing, Chapter 7.
4. Some plant material must be used in every design. Two 3” X 5” unembellished, unlined cards listing
names of all plant material in design must be provided by exhibitor (one with design and one
to show chairmen). An additional card with designer’s interpretation may be used.
5. An exhibitor may enter as many classes as desired, but only one exhibit per class.
6. No artificial plant materials are permitted in the Design Division, or any other division of
the show. Non-perishable food items must be sealed if the possibility exists for attracting
insects or producing an undesirable odor. Cut fresh fruits, vegetables and/or non-perishable
food items must have the exposed surface covered with unobtrusive sealer to discourage
insects, odor, and discoloration.
7. Fresh plant material may not ever be treated in any manner. Dried plant material may be treated.
8. Landscapes or scenes are not permitted in the Design Division.
9. Religious symbols used in design must be displayed in a respectful manner and in accordance with
policies of local religious organizations.
10.American and other national flags are not permitted in the Design Division.
11.All living members of the Animal Kingdom and taxidermal representation of the same are not permitted
in competitive designs.
12.Plant material and non-plant material permitted and not permitted in the Design Division are printed in the
HB, 2017 printing, Chapter 7.
13.Tables (30” tall) covered with ivory cloths on which designs are exhibited and other stated staging will be
furnished by show committee. Exhibitor will provide staging panel or any other staging needed for
her/his allotted space to complete the design, other than stated furnished items listed in schedule.
Underlays may not extend beyond allotted space. Designs will be viewed from the front only
unless otherwise stated.
14.The Design Scale of Points from HB, 2017 printing, page 130 will be used for judging.
15.Design Entries Procedure: All entries are first recorded by the Entries Chairman; second,
directed by Placement; third, accepted and initialed by the Classification Chairman before exhibitor
is free to leave show floor.
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Division I Design Sections and Classes

“Preparing The Way”
Section A.

“Little Girls” (Eligible for Designer’s Choice Award # 1)

Class 1. “From Seeds” Creative Mass Design (A Creative Design emphasizing a greater
proportion of plant material and components other than space. The silhouette of the design is
visually closed and rhythm contained within. Open spaces may be incorporated within the closed
silhouette.) Design space allotted 8”H X 12”W X 12”D. Staging panel and underlay permitted.
Designer: Debby Cooper

Background is two pieces of cardboard, cut to
size desired, taped at bottom and braced with an
L bracket. Container is gray stone needle point.
Three pieces of Midollino cut at different
lengths, taped together and stuck in needlepoint.

Dwarf Papyrus was added first, ends trimmed to
make them more uniform and bold in shape.
Nandina berries grouped at bottom of design to
begin the mass component of the design. Notice
different shapes and textures.
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Note L bracket and tape to hold background
panel in place. Other materials and mechanics
can be used.
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Sedum ‘Autumn Joy’ blooms were added
to continue the mass component and
create Rhythm through out.

Version 1-Finished Product
Better photography than version 2.
Less Papyrus was used.

Version 2-Finished Product
Photo a little dark.
More Papyrus used to fill space.
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Section A.

“Little Girls” (Eligible for Designer’s Choice Award # 1)

Class 2. “Then Came Sprouts” Angular Design. (A Creative Design emphasizing strong
angles that may be acute, obtuse, reflex, right angles, or combination of angles.) Design space
allotted 7”H X 7”W X 7”D. Staging panel and underlay permitted.
Designer: Pattie Smith

Design Components-Floral Foam
(Oasis), floral wire, jar cap and
spray paint. Plant materialsPortulaca, Equisetum
Design Inspiration-The first
visible signs of germination,
nudging the soil.

Finished Product-floral wire was
inserted in Equisetum to enable
bending and other manipulation.
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Section A.

“Little Girls” (Eligible for Designer’s Choice Award # 1)

Class 3. “Spring Flowers” Tubular Design.

(A Creative Design having dominant

cylindrical forms throughout composed of any material. Plant material and other optional
components complete the design.) Design space allotted 11”H X 9”W X 9”D.
Staging panel and
underlay permitted. Designer: Pattie Smith

Design Components-Dried Bamboo and bottle cap spray painted
copper and all glued together. Plant Materials-Lirope foliage and
blooms.
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Section B.

“Reaching for the Stars” (Eligible for Designer’s Choice Award # 2)

Class 4. “Remembering Pulitzer Prize Winner, Eudora Welty” Duo Design. (A Creative Design organized in one container or containers joined to appear as one. Organized as two
designs, back-to-back and entered in two separate design classes with the schedule specifying
both class titles. Each side appears as a distinctly different design. Staging must allow for easy
viewing of both sides of the design.) Design space allotted 12”H X 12”W X 12”D. Underlay
permitted. Designer: Debby Cooper

McCarty Vase 8” tall

Insert Mushroom in wet oasis in
vase

Dried Mushroom with kabob stick inserted

Place Liriope being careful to stay inside outline
of Mushroom to avoid visibility from other side

Place Chives to soften container rim and
add color and texture
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Duo Design-Creative Design organized in one container or two containers joined to appear as one. Organized as two designs, back-to-back, and entered in two separate classes. Each side appears as a distinctly
different design.

Finished Product:
Plant Materials: Liriope
Blooms,

Chive Blooms, Boxwood
Interpretation:
“A Writer’s Garden”

Add Boxwood to add texture, color, shape variation and strengthen line of design.
Duo Designs will not have a background as they will be viewed from both sides.
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Section B.

“Reaching for the Stars” (Eligible for Designer’s Choice Award # 2)

Class 5. “Metropolitan Opera Soprano singer, Leontyne Price” Duo Design. Four
entries. Design space allotted 12”H X 12”W X 12”D. Underlay permitted.
Designer: Debby Cooper

Same basic beginning
procedure as for first
side of Duo Design
Notice in photo below
that Mushroom is
angled reversely as it is
the other side

Flat aluminum floral wire is shaped
and added to soften container rim
and add rhythm

Small roses, not miniature, are added to
add color and punch
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Boxwood was added for color, texture and to add contrast to design.
Finished Product: Plant Materials: Roses, Button Mums, Boxwood
Interpretation: “The Elegance of the Opera”
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Section B.

“Reaching for the Stars” (Eligible for Designer’s Choice Award # 2)

Class 6. “Elizabeth Lee Hazen, Inventor”, developed world’s first useful antifungal
antibiotic, Nystatin. Abstract Design. (A Creative Design. All components need not be
abstracted. However, there must be a dominance of abstraction. Plant material and other
optional components are selected, treated and/or organized in a non-naturalistic or nonrepresentational manner. Design space allotted 9”H X 7”W X 6”D. Staging panel and
underlay permitted. Designer: Dorian Heindl

Plant Material: Cyperus alternifolius (Umbrella
Palm)
Container is purchased metal sculpture
Aluminum floral wire used to create Rhythm and
connect plant material components.
Cyperus was trimmed to bring it down to scale for
size of design desired.
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Section C.

“Serving Others” (Eligible for Designer’s Choice Award # 3)

Class 7. “LouAnn Woodward, MD, FACEP” University of Mississippi Vice Chancellor and
dean of the School of Medicine. Cascade Design. (A Design with emphasis on a downward
rhythmic movement. The downward lines may be curved, straight, zigzag, interrupted or
may be a combination. The design is supported by a container or other device. A
minimum of components may extend upward.) Design space allotted 12”H X 11”W X 10”D.
Staging panel and underlay permitted. Designer: Brierley Acker
Container is contrived using a piece of PVC pipe and small round wood base from the craft store using glue. You could do this
at both ends of the pipe so you have a base and place to put container or cup pin holder. Pipe was painted gold and both wood
bases black

Staging panel is foam core cut to 13” wide and 26”
long rectangle. On the back of the panel measure
down 13” and score horizontally the BACK of the
panel at the 13” mark. DO NOT cut all the way
through, you want the inside paper layer to act as
a hinge. This can be folded to a 90 degree angle,
an “L” shape. Support the back of the panel so it
doesn’t flop forward with whatever you like: angle
iron, brick, rock, whatever and however you
choose. Paint inside of the panel whatever you
like. You now have a staging panel and underlay in
one.
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The design begins with the
placement of the cascading
element Cordyline fruiticosa
and Pittosporum greenery at
the top of container level.

Design is finished with the placement of Dianthus at the top making sure
it is not higher than 12” and placement of more Dianthus as cascading
feature. Making sure the cascade does not touch the underlay.
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Section C.

“Serving Others” (Eligible for Designer’s Choice Award # 3)

Class 8. “Fannye A. Cook, Pioneer, Conservationist” instrumental in founding the
Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks. Multi-Rhythmic Design. (A Creative
Design with emphasis on two or more rhythms in the design with one rhythm dominating.
Lines create two or more separate and distinct rhythms, each creating a different pattern
and movement unlike the other. Lines may go in any direction, be continuous, interrupted
and/or crossed.) Design space allotted 6”H X 4”W X 4”D. Staging panel and underlay permitted. Designer: Sandra McCaulla

Background panel is thin piece of
foam board from Dollar General
painted blue. The container is a
film container. The vine ball has
been spray painted and glued to
the container.
Plant Material: Lirope foliage and
blooms. Water is in container.
Foliage was cut and bent using
glue dots to hold in place. The
weave in the vine ball helps hold
the foliage in place. The gold wire
was wrapped around the container
then pulled up over the vine ball.
It will hold its shape and stay in
place.
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Section C.

“Serving Others” (Eligible for Designer’s Choice Award # 3)

Class 9.“Sisters, Ruth Finley and Margaret Finley Shackleford” bequeathed 2,500 acres
to the National Audubon Society called Strawberry Plains Audubon Center for a nature and conservation park. It is a host to an annual Hummingbird festival. Reflective Design. (A Creative Design
containing reflective materials giving back images of light to the viewer. The reflective materials
are an integral part of the overall design. Staging in front or on a mirror is not acceptable.) Four
entries. Design space allotted 8”H X 6”W X 6”D.
Staging panel and underlay permitted.
Designer: Gay Austin

Container is reflective blue and lime
green curvilinear acrylic shapes
standing vertically. Paper background
panel and underlay are muted shades
of blue and green tints. 8” H X 6”D X
6”W.
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Plant Materials: Begonia
foliage and blossoms.
The blossoms represent
hummingbirds.
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Section D.

“Nurturing” (Eligible for Table Artistry Award)

Class 10. “It Begins in the Home” Exhibition Table Design. (Exhibition Table Design-Not meant
to be functional. Created artistically to suggest the service of food with no requirements as to the
type or number of table appointments. Plant material must be used as needed for the overall
design.) Four entries. Design space allotted 12”H X 11” W X 10”D. Staging panel and underlay
permitted. Designer: Melinda Causey
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•Doily – size approximately 3 ½”

Table – 4” high

vase/stand – 6” high
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Section D.

“Nurturing” (Eligible for Table Artistry Award)

Class11. “Midday Lunch” Exhibition Table Design. (Exhibition Table Design-Not meant to be
functional. Created artistically to suggest the service of food with no requirements as to the type
or number of table appointments. Plant material must be used as needed for the overall
design.) Four entries. Design space allotted 8”H X 4”W X 4”D. Staging panel and underlay
permitted. Designer: Paula Grayson.

The tall black container - bottom of
small plastic eyeglass case. Red electrical wire.

Start with cardboard cut to
allotted space.
This gives a working area.

A medicine bottle or tall container
top would also work.

Plate stand is made from Dollar Tree
wire or a heavy gauge copper wire.

Disposable Scarf hanger is used on the staging panel
lined with white paper.
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These are prints on cardstock. Photos are
available on the internet or from
magazines.

The images are cut out, shaped around a
smaller circle (Coke top) then coated with
clear nail polish. They are lightweight but
sturdy. Glue dots were used to attach to
the staging panel.

"Drinking Glass" - top of Avon
Sample lipstick painted on the
inside with black acrylic paint
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Finished Product-All the components (are
similar) are available to everyone.

A work in progress - dried & painted
poppy seed pods, Carolina Jasmine
vines, boxwood and paper circles to
determine placements.

Most are recycled or crafted.
Napkin- fabric scrap

Vines were too thin & pods too small
for the heavy black container. Red wire
was too shiny & dominant.

Glass-mini lipstick top
Container-small eyeglass case
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Dishes-printed cardstock
Staging panel - mat board with disposable hanger
Plate stand - bent wire
Base under container - small painted tile
PLANT MATERIALS
Dried Black-eyed Susan seed pods
Rudbeckia hirta
Vine - Carolina Jasmine
Gelsemiun sempervirens
Inspiration - the dishes.
Mechanics - Dry floral foam was used to hold plant material
and hot glue to hold the vine to the side of the container.
TIPS: Take lots of photos with your phone to see how the
exhibit looks. Rearrange as needed.
Dried plant material is easier to work with and can be painted and trimmed as needed. Fall is the best time to collect
dried materials. Gather a lot more than you think you'll need
and vary the sizes. Most will air dry but silica gel & the
microwave are other methods. Berries, fruit, vegetables,
seed pods, twigs, vines, foliage, bark & flowers.
When using soft stem fresh plant material, insert a toothpick
to make a small hole in wet floral foam then you insert the
plant material.
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Section D.

“Nurturing” (Eligible for Table Artistry Award)

Class 12.“Preparing to Entertain” Exhibition Table Design. (Exhibition Table Design-Not
meant to be functional. Created artistically to suggest the service of food with no requirements as
to the type or number of table appointments. Plant material must be used as needed for the
overall design.)
Four entries. Design space allotted 6”H X 3”W X 3”D. Staging panel and
underlay permitted. Designer: May Hall

Small cardboard jewelry boxes were used to
make frames. Remove tops and sides.
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Napkins were made from gold ribbon, cut in
squares and rolled into a long pencil shape.
Hot glue was used to keep them in place. Then
they were rolled and tied with small stretchy
gold cord (Christmas wrap). Then cut to
desired length.

The underlay and back panel are
card stock cut to 6 1/2” X 3”. It is
held upright with 2 wooden building
blocks (Dollar Tree).
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The gold trim on back panel is Christmas ribbon. Dishes are small
child’s tea set. Plant Material is Ligustrum berries.
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